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Lonely, grief stricken, and battle hardened, Boyd is one closed-off and tough pack enforcer. Big, strong, and
powerful, he has spent decades alone after the tragic loss of his mate.
Recently, he’s been finding himself drawn to a pretty human female, the lovely Laura, and he doesn’t like it
one bit. Boyd doesn’t want or need a relationship, but when danger threatens, his feelings aren’t easy to
control.
Laura has found herself pining after Boyd since the day she met him. Normally the one on the receiving end
of adoration, she finds it hard to deal with his cool and aloof response to her. But soon she has other worries
on her mind as danger closes in on all sides.
The two of them must somehow deal with their feelings and work together to try and overcome the threats
they face.
Can Boyd move on from his past and let new found love mend his broken heart?
“Don’t miss this exciting new series from Skye Jones.” Bestselling author. Michelle Fox.
***This book can be read as a standalone. No cliff hangers. HEA***

Praise for the series so far:
“Hot, Hot, HOT” Leather and Lace reviews.
“Would give it a ten star rating if I could” Amazon reviewer.
“This series just keeps getting better and better” Amazon reviewer.
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From Reader Review Wolf on the Run for online ebook

Cindy Hardegree says

Second chance

But will Boyd take it? Well written, fantastic array of characters that reach out to your imagination. And the
sexy parts, holy guacamole!

Sharon Noble says

Wow just get better & better!

I love how he put him self in the plane to fly to New York to go get his woman!

Cherri-Anne says

my heart and body wanted this man like no other. 5 GOLD WOLVES

Boyd, the pack enforcer, who had become my sexual catnip. WHOLLY HOWLING WOLVES! I ABSO-
SHIFTING-LUTELY love, Love, LOVE this book & series!! THIS STORY IS SO FREAKING UN-
BOYD-LIEVABLY FANGTASTIC!! Truly SPECTACULAURA!! Right from the start I was mesmerized
and even now that I have finished it, I STILL find myself thinking about it non-stop! You can't help but fall
in love with Boyd the more you get to know & understand him! As for Laura, I actually thoroughly enjoyed
getting to know her, to be inside her head, to realize that she truly is who I hoped she be!! The magical,
beautiful, witty & brilliant ways that Skye tells - shares - her stories pulls me into the story immediately,
transporting me into her amazing Wolf World and connecting me to the characters in the most personal of
ways! It all combines together to bring the story to full-blown, multicolored life so I see, feel, hear & all but
actually experience everything!! I have been reading Skye's books ever since I discovered her with the
release of Shifters of the Glen book 1 - Wolves at the Door and loving every. single. page. I actually took the
time to read this whole series in one go, and I THOROUGHLY love, Love, LOVE EVERY book! It’s was
kind of neat because reading them all like that, I could see how Skye has grown as an author! It's not
something I can pinpoint or that is tangible, but I just FEEL it! There is just MORE! More depth, more
enrichment, more ingenuity, more of Skye's TLC! It's almost like the more my love for this series & it's
characters deepens, so too does Skye's! Or rather, vice versa! The more time spent with these humans -
special or otherwise - and their Wolves, the deeper our bond becomes and I'd love to think that the same
holds true for Skye, which is part of the reason why I say & feel that she has grown as an author!! Her books
are so incredibly SKYELICIOUS and that is for one simple reason - Skye is one phenomenally talented and
exceptionally gifted author!! I have these…the only way I can describe them is hyperreal dreams. It’s like a
storm is coming. Let the hunt begin.



Vickie says

Ok this series is getting better

Laura and Boyd' s story was a pleasant read. Quick paced story that though it stands on its own the flow of
the bigger story is there.

Elaine Swinney says

I loved this book. This one is worth your time and effort. I encourage everyone to get this book. This is the
first book I have read by Skye Jones but it will not the last. I couldn't put this one down. It was a wonderful
story. Complex characters and they just make the story better.

Pat W says

Wow what a lovely story. So sad in places but it touched my heart when something lovely happened. Won't
spoil it for but it's a wonderful book, one not to be missed.

Michele Henderson says

Shifters and love

The story is very good. The plot is good and well developed and the characters are superb. There is love,
denial with suspense thrown in. It's a quick read but worth the time. I highly recommend this book.

Donna Langley says

Excited

Very excited for them all, their on a journey to find all who belong to their pack! I have a crazy feeling about
the Empathine their going to save and it might be unbelievable

Joetta Spurling says

Great book

Kindle Unlimited Purchase

Why do I do this to myself. Here it is after 3 am and I'm up again reading a book/series I can not put down...



As it looks one book left... But first I need to get some Z's... Need to sleep but the books just keep pulling me
in... What is happening next? This series from the start seamed like it was going to be great and it's getting
better and better as it goes...

Bunny says

This is yet another sweet romance involving Boyd and Laura, this time we are also introduced to some new
types of supernaturals in this world, which opens up to some spin offs or maybe already has, i have only read
this series and haven't gotten into Skye's other books yet, but i will be soon. I enjoy these books and although
they are all based on pack members finding their mates they are different enough to keep you interested and
the plot progresses nicely from book to book, I cant wait for the next installment.

Melinda Kaye says

Another good entry into the Shifters of the Glen world, and perhaps hints that that world may expand?

Tonya says

Loved it!

My heart really went out to Boyd and how he lost his first mate as well as his unborn child. I was glad to see
him find another mate and be able to work past it all to move on. I can't wait to see what happens next in this
series.

Susan Lee Thuener says

A good shifter story.

I liked this one and have found a way to enjoy them without all the sex. I just skip those pages and go back to
the plot. The idea of shifters living in eco villages appeals to me. A new bonding after the loss of a mate is
the basis of the plot. The lead in to the next book in the series makes me want to read more of them.

Jane Elizabeth says

The...

The Rogues are up to something, and acting in ways they never have. Boyd is still ignoring Laura...will she
finally give up and move on? Some new twists for you in their story!



Kathi says

Boyd’s story in this delightful Shifters of the Glen series!!!

Laura is visiting her friend Cait and her sexy wolf-shifter husband Jake, in the wolf shifter glen pack. Laura
is inexplicably drawn to Boyd the pack enforcer, who does not give her the time of day. The sad air about
him intensifies her longing for him, and she wants to break through his barriers and make him smile again. A
call from her landlady informing her the cleanup from a broken pipe is going to take longer than expected
gives her an excuse to linger a while longer.

A recent accident gave her a ruptured tendon, and a nasty gash down her cheek which left her with a scar.
Used to being fit, her slow recovery is leaving her frustrated. When Laura hears that Boyd had lost his mate
and unborn child, she realizes there is no hope between them and leaves. Even though she is not empathine,
Laura has a connection to the pack as she continues to have more disturbing dreams.

The danger from the rogues increases and is focused directly on Laura. Boyd is the one who rescues her from
that danger. Laura shares that she knows that she is in danger now – and may move to America to join her
Aunt and Uncle. Boyd starts growling at that news. Laura initially imagines Boyd is now going rogue, but he
admits his wolf doesn’t like the thought of her moving away and meeting someone. Closer to Boyd
momentarily, but still held at arm’s length Laura runs away from everyone. Will danger find Laura first, and
will Boyd ever take the risk to love again?

Touching, danger-filled sexy story of the Shifters of the Glen!!

**I am voluntarily leaving my honest review of this book**


